Nutrition & Dietetics (Journal) Policy

Aim
The Journal aims to provide a forum for reporting on, discussing and developing scientifically robust knowledge related to human nutrition and dietetics that is relevant to professional practice.

Scope
The Journal encompasses the scientific basis underpinning practice in Nutrition and Dietetics. This may include the biochemistry and physiology of nutrition, details of nutrition care practice (including research related to enteral and parenteral nutrition), the role of nutrition in health promotion and public health (including approaches to the treatment and prevention of nutrition related disease, food security and ecology) and nutrition related aspects of food service systems and management. Relevant areas of food science and technology, the sociology and psychology of food related behaviour, professional education in nutrition, methodological developments in nutrition, and health services research related to nutrition and dietetics are also included.

Publishing Details
A volume of the Journal is published online each year. Each volume is comprised of five issues which are released in February, April, July, September and November. Each issue follows a relevant theme and is approximately 100 pages of text, depending on the amount of material awaiting publication and budgetary constraints. Supplements accompany the Journal for the DAA annual conference and other topics as such opportunities arise.

The Journal is published for DAA by Wiley Publishing.

The Journal is provided online to members of DAA and is available via the Members Section of the DAA website.
Journal content
The journal will be comprised primarily of original research papers, an editorial may be included with each issue. Non-citable material such as obituaries or invited commentary are not published in the journal, alternative avenues for publishing this material may be provided by DAA.

Editorial Board
The Nutrition & Dietetics Editorial Board functions as per the Editorial Board Terms of Reference. It is comprised of local and international Editorial Board members including specialist editors for qualitative research, systematic literature reviews and statistics.

Journal Strategic Planning Committee (JSPC)
The JSPC operate as per the JSPC Terms of Reference and are responsible for proactively providing strategic direction for the development, enhancement and promotion of Nutrition & Dietetics.

Peer Review Process
All submissions to the Journal are initially reviewed by the Editor-in-Chief and allocated to one Associate Editor/Specialist Editor. At both of these stages, manuscripts may be rejected without peer review if they are deemed not suitable for the Journal.

Manuscripts that progress past this initial decision are sent for peer review, usually to two independent reviewers. Based on the feedback from these reviewers and the judgement of the assigned Associate Editor or Specialist Editor, a decision is given on the manuscript by the Editor-in-Chief.

Manuscripts may also be sent out for statistical review by the Statistics Editor when further consideration of the statistical methodology used in the paper is required.

Authorship
All authors listed on the manuscript should have contributed significantly to the study design, its implementation, or analysis and interpretation of the data. All authors should have been involved in the writing of the manuscript at draft and any revision stages, and have read and approved the final version. Anyone who made major contributions to the writing of the manuscript should be listed as an author (e.g. “ghost writing” is prohibited by the Journal). Any individuals who made less substantive contributions to the research carried out or the writing of the manuscript should be listed in the acknowledgement section. Any change in authorship (including author order) after the initial manuscript submission must be approved in writing by all authors.
Advertising

All advertising in the Journal must comply with the DAA Acceptance and Dissemination of Advertising policy and be approved by the Editor-in-Chief and Executive Manager, Accreditation, Recognition & Education Services.

Cover Design

All covers will include the DAA and Wiley logos, appearing at the bottom of the front cover.

Material Disclaimer

The views expressed in Nutrition & Dietetics are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of DAA, the Editorial Board, the JSPC, Wiley or the organisations to which the authors are affiliated.
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